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Scalable photonic quantum technologies require on-demand single-photon sources with simultaneously high levels of purity, indistinguishability, and efficiency. These key features, however, have only been demonstrated separately in previous experiments. Here, by s-shell pulsed resonant excitation of a Purcell-enhanced quantum dot-micropillar system, we deterministically generate resonance fluorescence single photons which, at π pulse excitation, have an extraction efficiency of 66%, single-photon purity of 99.1%, and photon indistinguishability of 98.5%. Such a single-photon source for the first time combines the features of high efficiency and near-perfect levels of purity and indistinguishability, and thus opens the way to multiphoton experiments with semiconductor quantum dots.
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Single-photon devices [1] that deterministically emit one and only one photon at a time are central resources for scalable photonic quantum technologies [2]. In particular, they are of considerable interest in boson sampling [3], an intermediate quantum computation where it is estimated that with 20–30 single photons one can demonstrate complex tasks that can be difficult for classical computers. To be useful for these applications, it is crucial that the single-photon source simultaneously possesses high efficiency, near perfect photon antibunching and indistinguishability—a long sought-after goal in quantum photonics.

Self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) [4] have been shown to possess the highest quantum efficiency in all solid-state single-photon devices so far, and thus are promising as deterministic single-photon emitters. Tremendous progress has been made in the past decades in demonstrations of various single-photon sources [5–12]; however, none has allowed a scalable extension to multiphoton experiments. The reason is that most previous experiments either relied on nonresonant excitation of a QD microcavity that degraded the photon purity and indistinguishability, or used resonant excitation of a QD in a planar cavity that limited the extraction efficiency.

In the nonresonant excitation experiments, single-photon generation efficiencies typically increased asymptotically with pump power, and a trade-off between efficiency and single-photon purity and/or indistinguishability were observed [5–10]. It has been shown that the recapture of carriers into the QD micropillar due to nonresonant pumping can lead to a significant degradation of the single-photon purity [13]. Furthermore, the photon’s indistinguishability can be reduced by nonresonant excitation that induces homogeneous broadening of the excited state [14] and uncontrolled emission time jitter from the nonradiative high-level to s-shell relaxation [15]. The detrimental effect of the time jitter can be more severe when using a QD-microcavity system where the Purcell-reduced radiative lifetime (\(T_1\)) of the QD, which bounds the single photon’s coherence time (\(T_2\)) by \(T_2 \leq 2T_1\), is comparable to or smaller than the time jitter [15].

To overcome these shortcomings, increasing efforts have been devoted to resonant excitation of QDs [11,12,16–18]. By s-shell resonant laser excitation on a single QD with picosecond laser pulses, near-background-free resonance fluorescence (RF) has been obtained and allowed the observation of Rabi oscillations [11]. Under π pulse excitation, single photons have been deterministically generated with a single-photon purity of 98.8(2)% and indistinguishability of 97(2)%.

In this Letter, we report the first single-photon source that combines near perfect single-photon purity, indistinguishability, and high extraction efficiency. By pulsed strict
resonant excitation of a Purcell-enhanced QD-micropillar system, at π pulse we obtain pulsed RF single photons with a count rate of $3.7 \times 10^9$ sec on a silicon single-photon detector, which corresponds to an extraction efficiency of $\sim 66\%$ from GaAs. The RF photons show an antibunching of $g^2(0) = 0.009(2)$ and a raw (corrected) two-photon interference visibility of $96.4(3)\%$ [98.5(4)\%]. Our work opens the way to scalable multiphoton quantum information experiments with solid-state devices.

Our experiments were performed on an InAs/GaAs self-assembled QD embedded inside a 2.5 μm diameter micropillar cavity which has 25.5 (15) λ/4-thick AlAs/GaAs mirror pairs forming the lower (upper) distributed Bragg reflectors [18] [see Fig. 1(a)]. The device is cooled inside a cryogen-free bath cryostat with a temperature that can be finely tuned from 4.2 to 30 K. We first characterize the QD through photoluminescence measurements with 780 nm laser excitation. Figure 1(b) shows photoluminescence spectra of a single QD as a function of temperature tuning. The photoluminescence intensity reaches a plateau at a temperature range of 4.5–10 K. The quality factor of the micropillar cavity is measured to be 6124.

For pulsed resonant excitation, a Ti:sapphire laser is used to generate laser pulses at a central wavelength of 897.44 nm and a pulse width of $\sim 3$ ps. The excitation laser is further filtered with an etalon with a linewidth of 45 GHz to match the micropillar cavity. A confocal microscope is operated in a cross-polarization configuration [11], whereby a polarizer is placed in the collection arm with its polarization perpendicular to the excitation laser suppressing the laser background by a factor exceeding $10^7$. To determine the Purcell factor of the micropillar cavity, we perform time-resolved RF measurements for different cavity-QD detunings, as plotted in Fig. 1(c). The shortest RF lifetime is 83.9 ps at 7.8 K [blue curve in the inset of Fig 1(c)]. At 28 K with a large (>1 meV) detuning, the decay time constant increases to 587.8 ps [red curve in the inset of Fig 1(c)]. The measured lifetime as a function of detuning is well fitted by the standard weak-coupling theoretical model (orange curve) [19], which allows us to deduce a Purcell factor of 6.3(4).

Figure 2(a) shows a high-resolution spectrum of the pulsed RF, which can be best fitted using a Voigt profile with a homogeneous (Lorentzian) linewidth of 1.91(7) GHz and inhomogeneous (Gaussian) linewidth of 1.14(9) GHz. The homogeneous linewidth is very close to the lifetime-limited linewidth of 1.89 GHz. The inhomogeneous (Gaussian) component in the spectrum can be caused by spectral diffusion due to charge fluctuations in the vicinity of the QD [20].

Figure 2(b) shows the detected pulsed RF photon counts on a silicon single-photon detector as a function of incident field amplitude. We observe a Rabi oscillation which is due to coherent control of the QD two-level system [21]. The single-photon counts reaches the maximum for a π pulse with a pumping laser power of 24 nW. We note that this is in stark contrast to previous experiments with nonresonant excitation where the generated single-photon counts typically grow asymptotically with excitation laser power; thus, a near unity efficiency would need very high power pumping.

At the π pulse, we observe a count rate of 3700000/sec on a silicon single-photon detector, under 81 MHz repetition rate laser excitation, which gives an overall system efficiency of 4.6%. The signal (RF) to background (mainly laser leakage) ratio is 40:1. After correcting for independently calibrated photon detection efficiency (∼33%), polarization extinction (∼50%), transmission rate in the optical path (∼60%, including optical window, polarizer, and two beam splitters), and single-mode fiber coupling efficiency.
(~72%), excited-state preparation efficiency (~96%) at $\pi$ pulse, and assuming perfect internal quantum efficiency of the QD, we estimate that 66% of the generated single photons are collected into the first objective lens ($NA = 0.68$).

To further improve the signal to background ratio, we pass the RF through a 3-GHz etalon and then characterize its purity and indistinguishability. The single-photon nature of the collected RF at the $\pi$ pulse is evident from the second-order coherence measurement [22] shown in Fig. 2(c), where nearly vanishing multiphoton probability is observed at zero delay [$g^2(0) = 0.009(1)$]. Figure 2(d) summarize the combined performance of the efficiency and single-photon purity as a function of pump power. We emphasize that the high generation and extraction efficiency are obtained with little compromise of the single-photon purity, which is important for real applications in photonic quantum information processing.

Another crucial demand is that the photons should possess a high degree of indistinguishability, which is at the heart of optical quantum computing [2], Boson sampling [23], and solid-state quantum networks [24]. Pulsed $s$-shell resonant excitation has been demonstrated to yield a near-unity indistinguishability by eliminating emission time jitter and dephasings, however, only for QDs in planar cavities. We note that the pulsed RF technique is more critically needed for QDs with large Purcell factors where the reduced radiative lifetime approaches the time jitter [11,15].

The single photons’ indistinguishability is tested using non-post-selective two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [25] experiments. We first adopt a similar free-space setup as shown in Ref. [11] with a time delay of 2.1 ns between two pulses. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show time-delayed histograms of normalized two-photon counts for orthogonal and parallel polarization, respectively. An almost vanishing zero-delay peak is observed for two photons with identical polarization. In contrast, for two photons with cross polarization, the zero-delay peak has the same intensity as its adjacent peaks. We obtain a raw two-photon quantum interference visibility of 0.964(3). After correcting with the residual multiphoton probability.
[\gamma^2(0) = 0.009(1)]$, we obtained the corrected degrees of indistinguishability to be 0.985(4).

We further test the Hong-Ou-Mandel interference between two consecutively emitted single photons at an increased time delay of 12.4 ns—the laser pulse separation (see Ref. [9] for a similar setup). The resulting histograms for orthogonal and parallel polarized two photons are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(d), from which we extract raw and corrected visibilities of 0.959(3) and 0.978(4), respectively. In strong contrast to Ref. [9] that used nonresonant excitation, increasing the time delay by 10 ns has a negligible effect on the photons’ indistinguishability, indicating that the inhomogeneous broadening [see Fig. 2(a)] of the pulsed RF photons are mainly from spectral diffusions at time scales much slower than 10 ns. This demonstrates the potential of this QD-micropillar device as an efficient source of a string of indistinguishable single photons, which are particularly suitable for linear optical quantum computing and Boson sampling experiments with time-bin encoding [26]. Alternatively, one can also demultiplex the single-photon string into multiple photons at separate spatial modes.

We compare the performance of the single-photon source created in this work with heralded single photons produced by parametric down conversion [27], which have served as the workhorse for multiphoton interferometric experiments in the past decades [2]. In the previous demonstration of the largest, eight-photon entanglement [28], sources of triggered single photons were generated with a count rate of 310000/sec, multiphoton emission probability of 2.9% and raw indistinguishability of 76%, under a laser pump power of 880 mW. For applications such as Boson sampling [23] that needs single photons as input, the single-photon source realized here is superior, as it is ten times brighter, near perfectly pure and indistinguishable, and requires a pump power that is 7 orders of magnitude lower.

In summary, by pulsed s-shell pumping a QD-micropillar system with a Purcell factor of 6.3, we have realized a high-performance single-photon source that at \( \pi \) pulse excitation simultaneously achieves a generation efficiency of 96%, extraction efficiency of 66%, single-photon purity of 99.1%, and indistinguishability of 98.6%. Such a single-photon source can be readily used to perform multiphoton interferometric experiments with a solid-state platform. Immediate applications include implementation of Boson sampling [23] with time-bin encoding using a loop-based architecture [26]. In addition to the photonic applications, the high-efficiency extraction of transition-selective RF would also allow a fast (nsec), high-fidelity single-shot readout of single electron spins [29].

The time-jitter free, pulsed RF method is compatible with higher Purcell factor, which can allow photon extraction to be further improved in the future by optimized microcavity fabrications, without comprising the single-photon purity and indistinguishability. The current overall system efficiency—4.6%, the highest reported in QDs—can also be improved using techniques such as orthogonal excitation and detection of RF [16,17], near-unity-efficiency superconducting nanowire single-photon detection [30], and antireflection coatings of the optical elements.
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